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Security Enhancement for the Time-Stamp Based

Password Authentication Scheme Using Smart Cards

Abstract

In 1999, Yang and Shieh proposed a timestamp-based password

authentication scheme with smart cards. However, Chan and Cheng

showed that it was insecure because the scheme was vulnerable to the

forged login attack. In this paper, we propose a modified Yang-Shieh

scheme to enhance the security. Our modification can help withstand

the forged login attack and also provide a mutual authentication method

to prevent the forged server attack.
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1 Introduction

Password-based authentication schemes with smart cards are an important

part of security for accessing remote servers. A variety of password-based

authentication schemes with smart cards have been proposed [2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8,

10]. These schemes allow a legitimate user to login to a remote server and

access the resources.

In 2000, Hwang and Li [6] proposed a new remote user authentication

scheme using a smart card based on ElGamal’s cryptosystem [9]. However,

this scheme has a drawback: the users cannot freely choose their passwords.

A timestamp-based password authentication scheme was proposed by Yang

and Shieh [10]. Their scheme allows the users to freely choose and change

their passwords. In addition, the remote server does not need to store the

passwords or verification tables for authenticating the users. Nevertheless,

Chan and Cheng [2] launched the forged login attack, in which an intruder could

impersonate legitimate users to login and accesses the remote server, on Yang
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and Shieh’s scheme. In 2002, Fan et al. [4] also showed that Yang-Shieh scheme

could not withstand the forged login attack and proposed a slight modification

to resist this attack. However, their solution inefficient and impracticality

because it limits the user IDi with a strict form. The length of IDi should

be 1024 bits at least for satisfying the key length of RSA [9] in Fan et al.’s

scheme. We will explain it in Section 4.

Several forged server attacks have been recently proposed [1]. The intruders

can manipulate the sensitive data of the legitimate users via setting up fake

servers. Therefore, a secure password-based authentication scheme with smart

card must have the ability to work against such attacks.

In this paper, we shall propose a modified version of the Yang-Shieh scheme

to enhance the security. A simple way to withstand the forged login attack will

be proposed in our first modification. Our second modification can withstand

the forged login attack and also provide mutual authentication to withstand

the forged server attack.

This article is organized as follows: In Section 2, we review the Yang-Shieh

scheme and discuss its weaknesses. Next, we propose two slightly modified

versions of their scheme to enhance the security in Section 3. In Section 4, we

analyze the security of our modified versions. Our conclusions are presented

in Section 5.

2 Review of the Yang-Shieh Scheme

In this section, we will briefly review Chan and Cheng’s forged login attack on

Yang-Shieh’s timestamp-based password authentication scheme. Yang-Shieh’s

scheme is composed of three phases; the registration phase, login phase and

authentication phase. The detailed procedure of the Yang-Shieh scheme is as

follows.
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Registration phase: A user must be authenticated when she/he uses the

resources provided by a remote server. Suppose a new user Ui wants to

register with a key information center (KIC) for accessing services. The

KIC does the following:

1. Ui securely submits her/his identity IDi and a password PWi to

the KIC for registration.

2. Two large prime numbers p and q are renerated, and let n = p ·q. A

prime number e is chosen at random as her/his public key, where e

is relatively prime to (p−1)(q−1). An integer d as a corresponding

secret key that satisfies ed ≡ 1(mod(p − 1)(q − 1)). An integer g,

which is a primitive element in both GF (p) and GF (q) is found,

where g is KIC’s public information.

3. Compute Si = IDd
i mod n as Ui’s secret information. Then com-

pute hi for Ui such that hi = gPWi·d mod n, and generate the smart

card’s identity CIDi.

4. Write n, e, g, IDi, CIDi, Si, hi into the smart card of Ui, and issue

it through a secure channel.

Login phase: In the login phase, Ui must insert her/his smart card into

the login device when she/he wants to login to the remote server. The

smart card will perform the following operations after Ui keys in her/his

identity IDi and password PWi.

1. Generate a random number ri and compute Xi and Yias follows.

Xi ≡ gri·PWi mod n,

Yi ≡ Si · hri·f(CIDi,T )
i mod n.

Here T is the current date and time on the login device and f(x, y)

is a one-way function.
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2. Send a message M = {IDi, CIDi, Xi, Yi, n, e, g, T} to the remote

sever as a login request message.

Authentication phase: Upon receiving the message M from Ui, the server

will perform the following operations to identify the login user:

1. Check the validity of IDi and CIDi. The remote server will reject

the login request if IDi or CIDi is incorrect. Then, check the

validity of T . If (T ′ − T ) ≥ 4T , then the server rejects the login

request. Here, T ′ is the current date and time on the remote server;

4T is the expected legitimate time interval for transmission delay.

2. Check the equation Y e
i = IDi · Xf(CIDi,T )

i . If it holds, then the

remote server accepts the login request and access.

Recently, Chan and Cheng proposed an attack in which an intruder IDf

could actually masquerade as a legal user IDi to login to the remote server.

The login message M = {IDi, CIDi, Xi, Yi, n, e, g, T} of the user IDi could be

intercepted by the intruder IDf . The intruder sets IDf = Y e
i mod n and Xf =

Y e
i mod n and then Yf = IDd

f · X
d·f(CIDi,Tf )
f = Yi · Y

f(CIDi,Tf )
i mod n, where

Tf is the current date and time from the intruder. Furthermore, the intruder

modifies the login request message M to M ′ = {IDf , CIDi, Xf , Yf , n, e, g, T
′}

and sends it to the remote server for forged login. The remote server will

accept the login message because M ′ can pass the validity equation Y e
f =

(IDd
f · X

d·f(CIDi,T
′)

f )e = IDf · Xf(CIDi,T
′)

f mod n. An intruder therefore could

successfully masquerade as a user to login to the remote server and gain access.

3 Our Scheme

In Chan and Cheng’s attack, they demonstrated that an intruder could modify

the login request message M = {IDi, CIDi, Xi, Yi, n, e, g, T1} to M ′ = {IDf ,

CIDi, Xf , Yf , n, e, g, Tf} and masquerade as a legitimate user Ui to access
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the remote server. The reason is that there is no direct relationship between

IDi and CIDi. As a result, the intruder’s M ′ could pass the verification by

the remote server.

In this section, we propose a modified scheme to withstand the forged login

attack on the Yang-Shieh scheme proposed by Chan et al. [2] and Fan et al.

[4] in 2002. We also provide mutual authentication in our modification.

Several steps in the Yang-Shieh scheme are modified in our method as

follows.

Registration phase: In step 3 of the registration phase in the Yang-Shieh

scheme, we make the CIDi satisfy

CIDi = f(IDi ⊕ d),

where ⊕ stands for an exclusive operation. We show the modified regis-

tration phase in Figure 1.

Ui Server

-

�

(1) (IDi, PWi) (2) p, q, n = p · q, g

e · d ≡ 1(mod(p− 1)(q − 1))

(3) Si = IDd
i mod n

hi = gPWi·d mod n

CIDi = f(IDi ⊕ d)

(4) store
n, e, g, IDi, CIDi, Si, hi
into smart card

(4) Smart card

Figure 1: The modified registration phase

Authentication phase: After receiving the login request message M , the

remote server checks the validity of IDi. The remote server will reject
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this request if the IDi format is incorrect. The user then checks the

validity of CIDi by verifying CID′i =?CIDi, where

CID′i = f(IDi ⊕ d). (1)

If the result is positive, the remote server performs the authentication

steps of the Yang-Shieh scheme. The remote server then computes R for

mutual authentication as follows:

R = (f(CIDi, T2))d mod n,

where T2 is the timestamp showing the current date and time from the

remote server. It returns M ′ = {R, T2} to the user Ui. Upon receiving

the message M ′ from the remote server, the user verifies the message as

follows:

1. Check the time interval between T2 and T3, where T3 is the date and

time when the remote server receives the message M ′. If (T3−T2) ≥

4T , then Ui rejects the remote server, where 4T denotes the pre-

determined legitimate time interval of transmission delay.

2. Calculate R′ using

R′ ≡ Re mod n

≡ (f(CIDi, T2)d)e

≡ f(CIDi, T2).

3. If R′ =?f(CIDi, T2) does not hold, Ui then rejects the remote server

and breaks the connection.

We show the modified authentication phase in Figure 2.
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Ui Server

-

(1) Xi = gri·PWi mod n

Yi = Si · hri·f(CIDi,T1)
i mod n

M = {IDi, CIDi, Xi, Yi, n, e, g, T}

(2) M

(3) check: IDi, T1

CID′i = h(IDi ⊕ d)

CID′i =?CIDi

(4) Y e
i ≡?IDi ·Xf(CIDi,T1)

i mod n

(5) R = (f(CIDi, T2))d mod n
�

M ′ = {R, T2}(6) check:

R′ =?f(CIDi, T2)

Figure 2: The modified authentication phase

4 Analysis

Our scheme is a modification of the Yang-Shieh scheme. The security and

efficiency of Yang-Shieh was discussed. In this section, we discuss the difference

between their scheme and ours.

Our modified scheme can withstand the forged login attack [2, 4] and also

perform mutual authentication. By setting Ui’s CIDi to be CIDi = f(IDi⊕d),

we can stop the forged login attack because d is the remote server’s secret key.

Any intruder cannot forge the valid CIDi and the login request message M . In

addition, we added mutual authentication to the scheme to prevent the forged

server attack. No intruder could create a fake mutual authentication request

message because she/he cannot get the server’s secret key.

Furthermore, our modified scheme is more practical than [4] because there

is no limits the user IDi with strict form. In Fan et al’s protocol, the length

of IDi should be 1024 bits at least for satisfying the key length of RSA.

Even the IDi selected by the user is not enough 1024 bits which must be

filled with 0 to 1024 bits. Therefore, the computations of remote server will

be increased in the registration phase and authentication phase, when calcu-
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lates Si (= IDd
i mod n) and checks whether the equation holds (Y e

i mod n =

IDi × X
f(CIDi×T )
i mod n) for all users, respectively. The performance of re-

mote server will be decrease because the length of IDi always equal to the key

length of RSA. The computation cost of remote server is heavy because the

security is depending on the key length of RSA.

However, our protocol is practicality that doesn’t need to restrict the IDi

within strict form which must be filled with 0 to 1024 bits if not enough 1024

bits. In the modified scheme, the remote server uses one exclusive operation

and one one-way hash function to calculate CIDi as Equation (1) to enhance

the original protocol. The user can freely choose his/her memorable and short

identity IDi without increasing the computations of remote server too much.

Therefore, the modified scheme is more efficient than [4].

5 Conclusion

A modified version of the Yang-Shieh scheme was proposed in this paper. The

proposed scheme can withstand the forged login attack [2, 4]. Our modified

scheme can withstand the forged login attack and also provide mutual authen-

tication to protect itself from the forged server attack. Moreover, our modified

scheme is practical and more efficient than Fan et al.’s scheme [4].
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